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1. INTRODUCTION 
The probabilistic setting for approximately solved problems has been 
studied in a number of papers; see, e.g., (Lee and Wasilkowski, 1986; 
Traub et al., 1988) and papers cited therein. Roughly speaking, it can be 
described in the following way. Suppose that we want to approximate the 
solutions SY-, for f E F, where S: F + G is an operator, F is a linear 
space, and G is a normed linear space. The elements S(j) are approxi- 
mated by Ucf) E G, where Ucf) = 4(Ncf)) with information Ncf) con- 
sisting of n values of linear functionals Liv), and with an algorithm 4: 
N(F) + G being an arbitrary mapping. Assuming that the space F is 
endowed with a given probability measure /,L, the quality of U = 4 0 N is 
measured by the p-probability that the error [IS(j) - U(‘j)ll is small. That 
is, for a given parameter 6 E (0, l), we seek an “optimal” algorithm U 
that, with probability at least 1 - 6, approximates Scf) to within E for as 
small E as possible. Equivalently: for a given 6 E (0, l), we want to find a 
pair (U, E) such that E is the smallest number for which p(CfE F: [IS(~) - 
U(j)II 5 E}) 2 1 - 6. Since the bound E is independent off, it is an a priori 
bound. Since we seek the smallest E, in the probabilistic setting we actu- 
ally search for U = $J 0 N that admits the sharpest a priori error bounds. 
In this paper, we propose a more general approach by permitting a 
posteriori bounds. That is, in addition to algorithms $, we let bounds Bcf, 
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depend on f via the information Ncf). We search then for a pair (U, B) 
such that B is a sharpest bound among all bounds for which IlScf) - 
Ucf)l] I BV) holds with probability I 1 - 6. The sharpness of B can be 
quantified in a number of ways. For instance, it can be expressed by: (i) 
the maximal value (maxf Bcf)) of B(f), or (ii) the expected value of B(f), 
or (iii) the expected value of Bcf) - IlScf) - ill. (In (ii) and (iii), the 
expectations are w.r.t. p conditioned to IIscf) - ~cf)ll 5 B(f)). 
It is easy to see that the problem studied under (i) is equivalent to the 
probabilistic setting without a posteriori bounds, since then any B is as 
good as a constant function B* = max Bcf). In this paper we choose to 
work with (iii), since it seems to provide a more adequate model for what 
intuitively a sharp bound means. Furthermore, (iii) leads to technically 
more interesting analysis than (ii). As a matter of fact, (ii) is rather 
straightforward and we treat it in passing only (see Remark 2). 
Because an a priori bound E is a trivial a posteriori bound Bcf) = E, our 
approach is a generalization of the probabilistic case setting. To distin- 
guish between the two settings, we often refer to them as the probabilistic 
settings with or without a posteriori bounds, respectively. 
Under some assumptions, see below, we show that both settings are 
equivalent. This means that algorithms which are optimal in the probabi- 
listic setting without a posteriori bounds and a trivial bound B(f) = E 
enjoy an additional important property: they lead to the possibly sharpest 
a posteriori bounds. We prove this result under the following assump- 
tions: S is a linear functional (for instance, Scf) = sAf(x) dx) and p is a 
Gaussian measure. Furthermore, we consider only algorithms that use 
nonadaptive information (or more precisely, information of fixed cardinal- 
ity). 
We believe that similar results hold for arbitrary linear operations S and 
information with varying cardinality. However, we think that for a num- 
ber of nonlinear problems, the probabilistic setting with a posteriori 
bounds will lead to optimal algorithms and a posteriori bounds B which 
are different from (U, E) derived via probabilistic setting without a poste- 
riori bounds. 
2. BASIC DEFINITIONS 
Let F be a separable Banach space over the real field [w, and let 
S:F+R 
be a continuous linear functional. The space F is endowed with a given 
zero-mean Gaussian probability measure p. Our problem is to construct 
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an approximation U(j) to S(j) and a bound Bcf, on IS(j) - U(j)/ such 
that 
(i) with high probability, B(f) is an upper bound; and 
(ii) B(f) is sharp. 
More precisely, let 
be the set of those elements ffor which Bcf, correctly bounds the error 
[S(j) - Ucf)l. Without loss of generality’ we consider only Borel-measur- 
able U and B. Then, to satisfy (i), we require that for a pre-specified 6 E 
(0, 11, 
w(F(U, B)) 2 1 - 6. (1) 
The quality of B is measured by 
(2) 
Of course, the smaller E(U, B) the better (U, B). Hence, we say that 
U* and B* are optimal if they minimize E(U, B) among all (U, B) satis- 
fying (1). 
As indicated in the Introduction, the approximation Uy) and the bound 
B(j) are computed based on information N(j) that consists of n values of 
continuous linear functionals: 
NW = LU-L . . . 9 Lcf)l. (3) 
Hence 
for some mappings 4, /3: N(j) -+ R. As usually (see, e.g., Traub et al., 
1988), 4 is called as an algorithm; the mapping p we simply call as a 
bound function (or bound). 
One of the problems studied in the paper can be expressed as fol- 
lows: Given N and 6, find optimal 4*, p* such that E(+*, /3*, N) := 
E(+* 0 N, p* 0 N) is minimized among all mappings 4, p for which the set 
I One could extend all definitions to nonmeasurable mappings and prove that for such 
extended definitions, optimality is attained by measurable U and B. 
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F($, p, N) := F($* 0 N, p* 0 N) has p-measure at least 1 - 6. The second 
problem addressed in the paper deals with optimal information. It is a 
question of choosing the functions Li in an optimal way; for the precise 
statement of the problem, see Section 4. 
We illustrate the above definitions by the following example of an inte- 
gration problem. 
EXAMPLE. We want to approximate the integral Scf) = jhj’(x) dx for 
fE F = C’[O, 11. Let k be the r-fold Wiener measure, see, e.g., (Lee and 
Wasilkowski, 1986). Assuming that we can compute function values, the 
information Ncf) = If(x,), . . . , f(x,)] for some points xi. For the algo- 
rithm U we may choose any integration rule that uses N(j). ‘The error 
I.&-(x) dx - WI is estimated by B(f) that is computed based on function 
values provided by NV-). For instance, we may choose a composite Simp- 
son’s rule U(j) = zF=, S#j) with n = 1 + 4k and the bound B(f) = 
~~=rlS~cf, - Si(j))/15, where S:(j) and S;y) are the Simpson’s rules based 
on five consecutive points .Xd(i-,)+ 1, . . . , xdi+r and on three points 
x4(i-I)+l 7 x4(i-l)+3, X4i+l 9 respectively (see, e.g., Conte and De Boor, 1980). 
3. OPTIMAL U* AND B* 
To state the main result, we need some general properties of Gaussian 
measures. We present these properties in a brief way; for more detailed 
discussion we refer the reader to, e.g., (Lee and Wasilkowski, 1986; 
Traub et al., 1988). 
For given N and a Gaussian measure p, let pl and ~~(‘1 y) denote the 
induced and conditional measures, respectively. That is, for any Bore1 
subset A of R”, PI(A) = p(N-‘(A)) is the probability that N(j) E A. For 
any Bore1 subset A of F, pz(AI y) = p(AINCf) = y) is the conditional 
probability that f E A under the condition that N(j) = y. Therefore, 
for any integrable function H: A L F + R, sA H(f) p(df) = jNIAj JA H(f) 
&dfl y) pl(dy). Since &.I y) is concentrated on N-I({ y}), :he above 
formula simplifies even more if H depends onfvia N(j). Indeed, if Hcf) = 
h(N(‘j)) for some function h, then 
The measure pI is zero-mean Gaussian. The measure p2 is Gaussian 
too, however its mean element m(y) depends linearly on y. In particular, 
the mean m(0) of p2(*jO) is zero. Moreover, for every y and every Bore1 
subset A, 
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1-441~) = ~264 - m(y)lo). 
We need one more fact. Let (T = U(N) be defined by 
Then the random variable t = Sy), withfdistributed according to p2(*(0), 
is normal with mean zero and variance cr. Equivalently, for a Bore1 subset 
AofR. 
We are now ready to state the main result. 
THEOREM 1. Let Us = 4” 0 N, where $I” is the p-spline algorithm, i.e., 
4”(y) = S(m(y)). Then the optimal (U*, B*) is given by I/* = Us and B” = 
b*, where the constant b* is the solution of 
e-r*/2 dt = 1 - 6, i.e., b* = Geti-‘(1 - 6). (5) 
Furthermore, 
E(U*, B*) = b*(l - 6) - 
= VG((l - @et--‘(1 - 6) - J f 
(1 - e-(erf-'(1 - W/2 
J 
. 
(6) 
Here erf(x) = (2/,rr)l12 h e-r212 dt. 
Proof. Recall that we want to minimize E(U, B) provided k(F(U, 
B)) 2 1 - 6, U = C#J 0 N, and B = 0 0 N. 
Due to the properties of ,u2 mentioned at the beginning of this section, 
we have 
H’(U, B)) = I,. 1l2C-3 IW- - 44 Y>)( 5 P( YNI Y) /.ddy) 
= J w” rudcf: 1S.f + So - 44v))l 5 P(y))(O) eddy) 
1 
1 = 
!a” v5G I 
Bcv)+ctdY-vw) 
-Bb’)tCCv)-Vcv) e-t*/@) dt p,(dy). 
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Letting 
1 
I 
b+u 
p(u, 6) = s -b+r, e-r”w dt, 
we have 
/-W(u, B)) = 1,. ~(44 Y) - 4”(y). PC Y)) /-My). (7) 
Similarly, letting 
e(a, b) = & I “:I,,(b - It - al) e-r”(Zr) dt, 
we have 
ECU, B)) = I,,4#4y) - P(Y), P(Y)) I-Lddy). (8) 
Since p and e depend monotonically on b, the optimal solution satisfies 
p(F(U, B)) = 1 - 6. (9) 
We first prove that the p-spline algorithm is optimal. For this end, fix y 
and consider arbitrary U, B. Denoting a = a(y) = C#I( y) - p(y), b = b(y) 
= p(y), and A(y) = pz(F(U, B)/O), we have A(y) = p(a, b). Thus, to prove 
optimality of the p-spline algorithm, we only need to show that the mini- 
mum min{e(u, b): p(u, 6) = A(y)} is attained at a = 0. 
Since p(u, b) = A( y), b = b(u) is a well defined function of a; it is a 
unique solution of 
e-Mu) dt = A(y) G. 
Furthermore, b is differentiable and 
b’(u) = 5; where c = e-(b-a)*Ud and d = e-(b+nP/(2d~ (10) 
Since e(u, b(u)) approaches infinity when Ial --, CQ, the minimum of e(u, 
b(u)) is attained at a for which (d/da) e(u, b(u)) = 0. A rather straightfor- 
ward differentiation yields 
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This and (10) applied to (dlda)c = 0 imply 
c - d s/j (e-(r-n)%2rr) - e-(rtcrFi(2d) dt 
c+d=l;(--? p (t (1) /(zo) + e-(r+u)'/(2n)) dt ' 
After some elementary simplifications, we get 
I 
b 
e-r%2m) e-d-bliu dt = e-r%?u) e-rr(bLrlia dt, 
0 
which implies a = 0 (as claimed) and completes the proof of optimality of 
u” = 4” o N. 
Since U* = (/“, we need only to minimize E(U’, B) with respect to B 
provided of course 1 - 6 = JR0 ~(0, /3(y)) p,(dy) (see (9)), where now 
~(0, /3(y)) = & i rEII e-t2’(2m) dt. 
Since ~$0, b) as a function of b is concave (it is easy to see that p” is 
negative), we have 
On the other hand, e(0, b) is convex in 6. Thus, 
ECU”, B) = in 40, P(Y)) eddy) 2 e (0, jRn ,@( yh(dy)). 
This means that constant B* = b* is optimal. Furthermore, the optimal b* 
satisfies 
~(0, b*) = 1 - 6, 
which is equivalent to (5). Since Eq. (6) is easy to derive, we omit its 
proof. H 
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We now comment on Theorem 1. For 6 approaching zero, 
b” = V’%&-@ (1 + o(1)). 
Hence, the first term in (6) dominates the second term, and 
E(U*, B”) = 0 i-1. (11) 
Furthermore, this first term equals the error of the p-spline algorithm u” 
in the probabilistic setting. Recall that in the probabilistic setting the error 
of U is defined by 
eprob(U, 6) = inf (8: ~((f: IScf, - U(j) 5 F}) 2 1 - 8) 
= inf {E: j.@(U, E)) 2 1 - 6). 
Since U* = Us is also optimal in the probabilistic setting without a poste- 
riori bounds, we conclude that for linear functionals and Gaussian mea- 
sures the probabilistic settings with and without a posteriori bounds are 
equivalent. In particular, the a priori bound E = errob( U*, 6) is the same as 
the optimal a posteriori bound B*(j) = b*. Furthermore, the expected 
value E( U*, B*) of B* - IScf, - U*(f)1 . 1s not essentially smaller than 
c = b”. 
4. OPTIMAL INFORMATION 
We now briefly address the question of optimal information, that is the 
question of selecting the functionals Li so that the corresponding informa- 
tion N = [Lr , . . . , L,,] admits as sharp a bound B* as possible. 
More specifically, let q be the class of permissible functionals Li. Let 
~~ be the class of information operators N of cardinality n that use 
functionals from 1Ir. We say that information N,* is nth optimal iff N,* E qfl 
and 
E(N,*, 6) = min E(N, a), 
NE’S”’ 
where E(N, 6) = min(E(4, p, N): F(F(c#+ p, N)) 2 1 - S}. 
From Theorem 1 we know that E(N, 8) = E(U” , B”) is proportional to 
m with 6 = V(N) given by (4). Thus, we conclude that N* is nth 
optimal iff 
a(N*) = min c+(N). (12) 
NET” 
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Since (12) characterizes optimal information in the probabilistic setting 
without a posteriori bounds, we conclude that the same information N,* is 
optimal in both settings. 
We end this section by a continuation of the integration example and 
two remarks. 
EXAMPLE. Let F = C[O, I] be equipped with the r-fold Wiener mea- 
sure. Let Ncf, = Mxi), . . . ,J&,)] for some points xi E [O, I]. Then the 
mean element m(NCf)) is the natural spline of degree 2r + 1 interpolatingf 
at Xi’s. Hence, the CL-spline algorithm for the integration problem is pro- 
vided by the value of the integral of the natural spline. Furthermore, for 
equally spaced points, the corresponding information NA is nearly nth 
optimal with u (NA) = 0 (K(~~+~)). Hence E(N;, 6) = 0 (n-(‘+I) m). 
Remark 1. For simplicity of presentations we analyzed nonadaptive 
information N, that is information N = [L,, . . . , L,] with the functionals 
Li independent off. Similar results hold for adaptive information N” with 
fixed cardinality, i.e., for information with the functionals Li = Li(*; 4~1, . 
. ., yi-i) chosen based on previously computed values of yi = L&j), . . . 
Yi-1 = L1C.E Ylv . . * 9 yi-2) and the cardinality n independent of J 
Indeed, for z E IR”, let N, = [L, I( . . . L,,J be nonadaptive information 
obtained from N” by choosing &j) = tiv, 21, . . . , zi- 1) independently 
off. Since in the proof of Theorem 1 we used conditional measures, the 
well-known fact that ,u(.JNUCf) = y) = 11(./N,(j) = y) implies that E(N”, 6) 
satisfies (6) with u = cr(N”) equal 
In particular, we conclude that adaptive information with fixed cardinality 
is no more powerful than nonadaptive information since for any N” there 
exists y* with u(N,.) 5 u(N”). 
Remark 2. In our approach we minimize the error defined by E( U, B). 
Consider another error defined by E’( U, B) = JF(~,~) B(j) /..4df). Then the 
well-known fact pZ(-$ I]Sdf) - all 5 b}lO) I pl(cf: IJSy3jI : b}]O) for all a, 
b, implies optimality of Us and B*. We stress that this holds for an arbi- 
trary linear operator S. We believe that for the error defined by E, the 
optimality of Us and a constant B* also holds for linear operators; how- 
ever, our proof of Theorem 1 depends very much on the fact that S is a 
functional. 
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